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Description

This is a first draft User Guide for the Textpresso Information Retrieval system. It is designed to provide
information on the concept behind Textpresso and details on how to use the system. If anything in this guide
is incomplete, unclear or you have further questions, please email Textpresso to let us know!

For more detailed information on the concepts behind Textpresso, see the About Textpresso section. For
examples of searches you can perform with Textpresso, see the Examples section.
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What is Textpresso ?

Simply put, Textpresso is a search tool to help retrieve and process information from a corpus of C. elegans
abstracts and papers. Textpresso facilitates three levels of text searching:

Simple Retrieval• 
Advanced Retrieval• 
Fact Extraction• 

Searches can be performed by entering keywords into the Textpresso search field, much like popular search
engines such as Google and PubMed . Additionally, searches can also be performed by selecting classes from
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the Textpresso Ontology . But what exactly is an ontology?

An ontology is a set of vocabularies or a dictionary. The members of each ontology class are groups of words
that have similar meanings, where the ontology class name represents the "sense" of those words. For
example, the ontology class "Regulation" contains words such as "repress", "enhance", "suppress" and the
ontology class "Gene" contains all known C. elegans three−letter gene names and the word "gene". The
corpus of text is annotated with the ontology terms, where if term in the ontology is matched in the corpus of
text, that word is tagged with the appropriate ontology term. Therefore, searching the text corpus by ontology
classes allows the user a much broader and intuitive search that with keywords alone.

There are two main categories of ontology classes used in the Textpresso search engine; (i) words that
describe biological entities (such as the "gene", "phenotype", "allele" and "cell" ontology classes) and (ii)
words that describe the relationship between entities (such as the "regulation", "purpose", "localization" and
"association" ontology classes). A third category of ontology classes exists that is design for use in semantic
analysis and is not search−able in the Textpresso system. Below is a table of the current ontology classes
search−able in Textpresso.

Biological Entities Relationships Between Entities

Allele Action

Cell or Cell Group Association

Cellular Component * Biological Process *

Clone Characterization

Drugs Comparison

Entity Feature Consort

Gene Descriptor

Life Stage * Effect

Molecular Function Involvement

Mutant Localization

Nucleic Acid Method

Organism Pathway

Phenotype Purpose

Sex Regulation

Strain Spatial Relation

Transgene Time Relation

* The Textpresso system incorporates the controlled vocabulary developed
by the Gene Ontology Consortium to describe the biology of a gene
product in any organism. There are three ontologies that describe the
molecular function of a gene product, the biological process in which the
gene product participates, and the cellular component where the gene
product can be found.
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The extensive use of ontologies to search text differentiates Textpresso from other Information Extraction
systems. In order to search effectively by ontologies however, the user must understand throughly the
sense meaning of each of the ontology classes. See the Ontology section for a complete list of ontology
classes, their definitions and examples.

The following sections give detailed instructions on how to perform searches using the Textpresso system,
from the most basic text retrieval to sophisticated information extraction. The Textpresso search engine is
specifically designed for ease and clarity of use. The system can also be customized by the user to suit his/her
individual preferences.

Finally, Textpresso is a dynamic and evolving project at WormBase . The Textpresso ontology continues to
grow with curator−level input and as more biological information becomes available. We also depend heavily
on user feedback to develop and refine the Textpresso search tools and features. If you would like to comment
or contribute to Textpresso, please email Textpresso !
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Simple Retrieval
Simple Retrieval Search Features

Search Buttons• 
Text Corpus Selection and Author/Year Search• 
Search Field• 
Ontology Category Menu• 
Sentence Search vs Publication Search• 

⋅ 

Search Summary Page Features
Matches Information• 
Summary Display Controls• 
Email Settings• 
"View all matches" Button• 
"Abstract Expansion" Button• 
"View matches" Button• 
"PDF" Button• 
"Related articles" Button• 
"Results in PDF" Button• 

⋅ 

Result Page Features
Query Display• 
Results Display• 
Publication Identifier• 
Sentence Identifier• 
Search Matches• 
Links to Wormbase• 
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Performing a Text Search⋅ 
Performing an Author Search⋅ 
Performing a Year Search⋅ 
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Simple Retrieval

The Simple Retrieval search engine is the most basic of the searches Textpresso offers. It is designed to
combine a keyword search with up to four ontology category searches. The output of the search is displayed
on a " Summary Page ", which summarizes details of the publications which contain matches. The user
selects which matches they would like to view and the results are shown on the " Results Page ".
Additionally, the user can perform an "author search" and a publication "year search" using the Simple
Retrieval tool.

Simple Retrieval search features

1. Search Buttons

Clicking on the "Search!" button initiates a search with the inputed parameters. There are two additional
buttons. The "Load last query!" button is a useful feature that remembers the last user query and loads it
again. The "Undo last changes!" button allows the user to conveniently undo the last change they did to their
search.

2. Text Corpus Selection and Author/Year Search

The user has the option to chose to search any combination of the "Titles", "Abstracts" and "Papers" by
selecting the boxes beside these options. The user also can perform a search for a particular author by
selecting the "Author" option and typing the author name in the search field. Likewise, the user can search for
publications from a particular year by selecting the "Year" option and typing a four digit year in the search
field.
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3. Search Field

This is where keywords to be searched are entered, for example, "let−60", "dumpy" or "1999". Multiple
entries are separated with a comma, for example, "lin−3, BW136". The wildcard insertion ( * ) is used by
default after each word. For example, if you type "egl" in the search box, the return would include matches
with egl, egl−1, egl−2, egl−30 etc. The user can select the exact match box to turn off the wild card insertion.
Note: the keyword search is not case sensitive.

4. Ontology Category Menu

Above the search field box are drop down menu's where the user can specify up to four different Textpresso
Ontology categories with which to search. Note: each ontology category will only be searched for once, even
if the user selects the same ontology category more than once.

5. Sentence Search vs Publication Search

The user has the option to search the input parameters within individual sentences or entire publications. Note:
this only applies when "Abstracts" and/or "Papers" are selected to search against.

to the top
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Search Summary Page Features
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1. Matches Information

This is where the number of matches of the search parameters is displayed. If the system is searching either
sentences or publications, the total number of sentences containing the search parameters is displayed. Also
shown is the total number of publications that contain one or more hits.

2. Summary Display Controls

The summary page is returned with ten summaries displayed per page (this is the default, the number of
results summaries displayed per page can be customized in the " Customization " page). The summary
display controls allow the user to display any page by selecting the page from the drop down menu and
pressing the "Display" button. Alternatively, the user can navigate the summary page using the "Previous" and
"Next" buttons.

3. Email Settings

The user can opt to have the summary page sent to them via email. To do this the user must enter their email
address in the text box and press the "E−mail" button. By selecting the include matches option, the email will
also contain the resulting matches from the search. Beware, this can result in very large emails!

4. "View all matches" Button

Clicking this button brings the user to a results page containing all the results for a given search.

5. "Abstract Expansion" Buttons

By default (and for the sake of clarity) only the first two sentences of an abstract are displayed in the
"Abstract" column. Pressing the "Expand abstract" button will display the full abstract in the column. This full
abstracts can be collapsed again by pressing the "Collapse abstract" button.
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6. "View matches" Button

Clicking this button brings the user to a results page containing the results for a that particular publication.

7. "PDF" Button

Clicking on the PDF button displays the pdf version of that publication (only available to Caltech users) .

8. "Related articles" Button

This button outlinks to the PubMed web−site page of citations that are related to that particular publication.

9. "Results in PDF" Button

Clicking on the Results in PDF button brings the user to a web page where they can opt to download all the
resulting hits for their query in PDF format. (This may take a few minutes, depending on the number of
resulting hits)

to the top
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Result Page Features
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1. Query Display

At the top of the results page the search query is displayed. Note that the different search parameters are
displayed with different color as a visual aid.

2. Results Display

The result display is returned with ten matches displayed per page (this is the default, the number of matches
displayed per page can be customized in the " Customization " page). The summary display controls allow
the user to display any page by selecting the page from the drop down menu and pressing the "Display"
button. Alternatively, the user can navigate the summary page using the "Previous" and "Next" buttons.

3. Publication Identifier

The "File ID" identifies the publication from which the match comes according to WormBase abstract
nomenclature. The type of publication is displayed in parenthesis after the File ID, i.e. Abstract.

4. Sentence Identifier

The "Sentence ID" specifies the sentence number of the match in the publication.

5. Search Matches

The matching sentences are displayed in boldface font. For the sake of context, the sentences that surround the
match in the publication may also be displayed (the default number is ten, the number of surrounding
sentences displayed per match can be customized in the " Customization " page).

6. Links to Wormbase

Some words and terms in the matching sentences will link to their corresponding report pages in Wormbase, a
database repository for the biology and genome of C. elegans.

to the top
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Performing a Text Search

Below is an example of a text search using the Simple Retrieval tool in Textpresso. Please see the " Examples
" section for many more examples of Textpresso searches.
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The user first selects whether they would like to search for the terms in entire publications or the individual
sentences of the publications. In this instance, the "publications" option was selected. The user then enters the
parameters for the text search. In this case, the user has chosen one ontology class, "regulation", and entered
the keyword "tra−3". The user must then decide whether they wish to search for these parameters in
publication titles, abstracts or papers (where more than one of these options can be selected). In this case the
user has opted to search papers. The user can modify the search parameters with the "Load last query" and/or
the "Undo last change" buttons. When the user is satisfied with the search parameters, the "Search" button is
pressed to initiate the search.

If the search is successful, it returns a summary page from which the user can select the matches to be
displayed. The summary pages are navigated and the user can choose to display matches for any publication
with the "View matches" button. All matches are shown in another window by pressing the "View all
matches" link. Alternatively, the selected summaries and their corresponding matches can be sent to the user
in plain text format via email.
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The sentences that match the search parameters and were selected by the user for display are then shown on
the results page. In this case, any sentence in a publication that contains either a member of the "allele"
ontology class or the keyword "tra−3" is displayed.

to the top
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Performing an Author Search

Below is an example of an author search using the Simple Retrieval tool in Textpresso. Please see the "
Examples " section for many more examples of Textpresso searches.

The sentence or publication and the ontology class parameters are not used in this search. The user
enters an author name in the text box, entering the lastname and then, optionally, the firstname initial (for
example "Sternberg" or "Sternberg, p"). "Author" is selected to search against (make sure to unselect the other
options). The "Search" button is then pressed to initiate the search.
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An index of all the author names in Textpresso is searched and if the search is successful, a page is returned
which gives details of all abstracts and papers in Textpresso where the author name is matched.
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Performing a Year Search

Below is an example of a text search using the Simple Retrieval tool in Textpresso. Please see the " Examples
" section for many more examples of Textpresso searches.
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The sentence or publication and the ontology class parameters are not used in this search. The user
enters a year in the text box, in the format yyyy (for example "2000" or "1986"). "Year" is selected to search
against (make sure to unselect the other options). The "Search" button is then pressed to initiate the search. An
index of all publication dates of all the abstracts and papers in Textpresso is searched and if the search is
successful, a page is returned which gives details of all abstracts and papers published that year.

to the top
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Advanced Retrieval

The Advanced Retrieval search engine is a very powerful tool offered by Textpresso for real−time
information retrieval from C. elegans literature. Like the Simple Retrieval , the Advanced Retrieval tool is
designed to combine keywords with ontology categories in performing searches. However, the Advanced
Retrieval tool allows the user to specify boolean terms, ontology category subgroups and number of
occurrences of an ontology category or keyword in the search. If used properly, the Advanced Retrieval
facilitates the formulation of queries that are closer to semantic questions than any other search engine
for biological literature . A well designed Advanced Retrieval query allows the user to ask questions such as,
" What genetic expression affects Ras signaling? ". In order to make optimal use of the Advanced Retrieval
tool, the user must have a good understanding of sense meaning of each ontology category and its subgroups.

A few notes before we start:

The first row in the query table must be filled out, otherwise no matches will be returned (this
prohibits the user from performing just a keyword search with the Advanced Retrieval tool). Any
other lines left empty will not affect the query.

1. 

The Advanced Retrieval search engine processes rows from top to bottom. In other words, the
matches of the first row are found first, the system then applies the boolean operator of the next filled
row (if it is present) and matches the next row against the return of the first and so on ....

2. 

It is possible to generate some pretty big returns with the Advanced Retrieval tool. The goldturtle
server is set to time out after 5min.s, so, until we get a better server, try big return queries at times of
low traffic for best results (i.e. at night).

3. 

The output of the search is displayed on a " Summary Page ", which summarizes details of the publications
which contain matches. The user selects which matches they would like to view and the results are shown on
the " Results Page ".

Read on to find out how to use this powerful tool!!!!

Advanced Retrieval search features

1. Search Buttons

Clicking on the "Search!" button initiates a search with the inputed parameters. There are three other buttons.
The "Load last query!" button is a useful feature that remembers the last user query and loads it again. The
"Clear last query" sets the query table back to the default values. The "Undo current changes!" button allows
the user to conveniently undo the last change they did to their search.
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2. Text Corpus Selection and Author/Year Search

The user has the option to choose to search any combination of the "Titles", "Abstracts" and "Papers" by
selecting the boxes beside these options.

3. Sentence Search vs Publication Search

The user has the option to search the input parameters within individual sentences or entire publications. Note:
this only applies when "Abstracts" and/or "Papers" are selected to search against.

4. Setting the number of category and keyword rows in the query table

The user may set an alternative number of rows for ontology category and keyword in the query table if they
wish. The default number (three rows of each) may be customized in the customization page . Alternatively,
to set a number of rows temporarily, use the "Reproduce query table" button at the bottom of the Advanced
Retrieval search page, setting the category and keyword row numbers as desired.

5. The query table features
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Boolean Operator

The user may choose to specify one of three boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT) between any two
keywords or ontology categories. The default boolean term is AND.

• 

Category or Keyword

Keywords and/or ontology classes are selected in this column. In the top portion of the query table,
the user may choose from a drop down menu of ontology classes. Keywords to be searched are
entered in these search fields at the bottom portion of the query table, for example, "let−60", "dumpy"
or "1999". The wildcard insertion ( * ) is used by default after each word. For example, if you type
"egl" in the , the return would include matches with egl, egl−1, egl−2, egl−30 etc. The user can select
the exact match box to turn off the wild card insertion (see Category or Match Attributes below).
Note: the keyword search is not case sensitive. There are three ontology class menus and three
keyword search fields in the query table by default. The number of text boxes and ontology class
menus that appear on the Advanced Retrieval search page man be altered for a particular search (see
"Setting the number of category and keyword rows in the query table" below) or the default number
that appear may be set on the customization page .

• 

Category or Match Attributes

Attribute values of a corresponding ontology class and/or whether or not a keyword should be
matched exactly is selected in this column. The attribute values of the ontology classes are listed in
alphabetical order in a scrollable list window in the ontology class rows. The category that a particular
attribute is associated with is in parenthesis after the attribute value name in the format:

< ontology_class > < attribute_type >: < attribute_value >

For example, the ontology class "involvement" has an attribute, "requirement", with two values, "yes"
and "no", which appear in the attribute list as "involvement requirement: yes" and "involvement
requirement: no" respectively. The user may select multiple attributes for particular ontology class, if
that class has more than one attribute type. For example, the ontology class "biological process" has
three attributes, "source", "biosynthesis" and "type" and the user may choose values for any or all of
these attributes. For more information about the ontology classes and their associated attributes, check
out our Ontology page . Selecting the box beside "Exact match" on a keyword row, determines
whether the keyword is matched exactly or may also appear as the start of a word.

• 

Specification

Some ontology classes have a special attribute that determines whether they are referred to directly or
indirectly. For example , in the case of genes (the "gene" ontology class) a gene may be mentioned
directly by name, "eat−4" or indirectly as "the gene". Here, the user may specify whether the want to
match something that is only directly named (the "named" option), only indirectly named (the
"unnamed" option) or both (the "all" option, which is the default). The following ontology classes can
be referred to directly or indirectly: "allele", "cell", "drugs", "entity_feature", "molecular
function", "gene", "life stage", "mutants", "nucleic acid", "organism", "sex", "strain".

• 

Numerical Comparison of Matches and Number of Matches

The "numerical comparison of matches" and "number of matches" values allow the user to determine
the amount of times they wish to match the ontology class or keyword they have set on the same row

• 
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in the text. By combining these two values provides the user with great flexibility for matching
frequency of occurrences. From the drop down menu in the "number of matches" column the user can
select a number and then, by choosing one of the options in the "numerical comparison of matches"
menu, decide if the would like to see, that exact number ("equal to") of occurrences, or a greater
("greater than") or lesser ("less than") number.

to the top
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Search Summary Page Features

1. Matches Information

This is where the number of matches of the search parameters is displayed. If the system is searching either
sentences or publications, the total number of sentences containing the search parameters is displayed. Also
shown is the total number of publications that contain one or more hits.

2. Summary Display Controls

The summary page is returned with ten summaries displayed per page (this is the default, the number of
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results summaries displayed per page can be customized in the " Customization " page). The summary
display controls allow the user to display any page by selecting the page from the drop down menu and
pressing the "Display" button. Alternatively, the user can navigate the summary page using the "Previous" and
"Next" buttons.

3. Email Settings

The user can opt to have the summary page sent to them via email. To do this the user must enter their email
address in the text box and press the "E−mail" button. By selecting the include matches option, the email will
also contain the resulting matches from the search. Beware, this can result in very large emails!

4. "View all matches" Button

Clicking this button brings the user to a results page containing all the results for a given search.

5. Abstract Expansion Buttons

By default (and for the sake of clarity) only the first two sentences of an abstract are displayed in the
"Abstract" column. Pressing the "Expand abstract" button will display the full abstract in the column. This full
abstracts can be collapsed again by pressing the "Collapse abstract" button.

6. "View matches" Button

Clicking this button brings the user to a results page containing the results for a that particular publication.

7. "PDF" Button

Clicking on the PDF button displays the pdf version of that publication (only available to Caltech users) .

8. "Related articles" Button

This button outlinks to the PubMed web−site page of citations that are related to that particular publication.

9. "Results in PDF" Button

Clicking on the Results in PDF button brings the user to a web page where they can opt to download all the
resulting hits for their query in PDF format. (This may take a few minutes, depending on the number of
resulting hits)
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Result Page Features

1. Query Display

At the top of the results page the search query is displayed. Note that the different search parameters are
displayed with different color as a visual aid.

2. Results Display

The result display is returned with ten matches displayed per page (this is the default, the number of matches
displayed per page can be customized in the " Customization " page). The summary display controls allow
the user to display any page by selecting the page from the drop down menu and pressing the "Display"
button. Alternatively, the user can navigate the summary page using the "Previous" and "Next" buttons.

3. Publication Identifier

The "File ID" identifies the publication from which the match comes according to WormBase abstract
nomenclature. The type of publication is displayed in parenthesis after the File ID, i.e. Abstract.

4. Sentence Identifier

The "Sentence ID" specifies the sentence number of the match in the publication.

5. Search Matches

The matching sentences are displayed in boldface font. For the sake of context, the sentences that surround the
match in the publication may also be displayed (the default number is ten, the number of surrounding
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sentences displayed per match can be customized in the " Customization " page).

6. Links to Wormbase

Some words and terms in the matching sentences will link to their corresponding report pages in Wormbase ,
a database repository for the biology and genome of C. elegans .
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Performing a Text Search

Below is an example of a text search using the Advanced Retrieval tool in Textpresso. Please see the "
Examples " section for many more examples of Textpresso searches.

What genetic expression affects Ras signaling?

A number of ontology classes are employed to formulate a query that asks, "what genetic expression affects
Ras signaling?". In the Textpresso Ontology, terms that indicate expression are contained in the Biological
Process ontology class and have the attribute value, "expression". Therefore in the first row, where the
ontology class "Biological Process" is chosen, an attribute, "biosynthesis" with the value, "expression" is
assigned to the ontology class. The next row determines that the match must also contain (by specifying the
AND operator) one or more ("greater than 0") directly named genes. The selection of the ontology class
"Effect" in the third ontology row influences the relationship between the two entities, the named gene and
"Ras", which is entered as a keyword in the fifth row to be matched exactly. The inclusion of one or more
occurrences of a "Pathway" class term in the fourth row serves to refine the search to Ras signaling. The
substitution of a different "relationship" ontology class here, such as "involvement" or "purpose", could be
used to determine subtlety different queries, "how is genetic expression involved in Ras signaling?" and "what
role does genetic expression play in Ras signaling?" respectively. The differing result from each of these three
subtle variations are shown below:
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What genetic expression affects Ras signaling?
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How is genetic expression involved in Ras signaling?

What role does genetic expression play in Ras signaling?
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Textpresso User Guide
[Customization, 28K]

[Fact Extraction] [Contents] [Frequently Asked Questions]

Customization
Setting Number of Sentences Surrounding a Match on the
Results Page

⋅ 

Setting the Number of Matches on the Results Page⋅ 
Setting the Type of Information to be Displayed on the
Summary Page

⋅ 

Setting User name and E−mail Address⋅ 
Committing Customization Values⋅ 

◊ 

Customization

Note: The user must enable persistent cookies in their browser in order to use this feature! (what are
cookies and how do I enable them?)

Many features of the Textpresso system can be customized by the user.

The default setting is for ten sentences to surround the match (i.e. Textpresso shows the five sentences
preceding the matching sentence and the five sentences following the match). If the user prefers to see just the
matching sentences, they can set the value to "0" here. Otherwise the user can select to have up to "20"
sentences surrounding the match displayed.
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1. Setting Number of Sentences Surrounding a Match on the Results Page

The user can determine the number of sentences that surround the match on the Results Display page. 2.
Setting the Number of Matches on the Results Page

This display option allows the use to set how many summary table rows are displayed on the summary page
and also how many matches are displayed on the results page. The default is "10".

to the top
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3. Setting the Type of Information to be Displayed on the Summary Page This is an important
customization feature where the user can decide what information they would like to see displayed on the
Summary Display page. By default every column is displayed. The user can unselect those they would not
like to be shown. The options are:

(i)      Abstract: The corresponding abstract from the publication that contains matches.
(ii)     Author: The names of the authors of the publication.
(iii)    Citation: The page and the volume numbers of the matching publication.
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(iv)    Journal: The publication journal name.
(v)     Number of Matches: The number of matches in the publication.
(vi)    Select: The column that allows the user to select which matches they would like to see displayed on the
results page.
(vii)   Source Type: The type of publication (i.e., article, review, (worm breeders) gazette abstract, (worm)
meeting abstract...)
(viii)  Title: The abstract/paper title.
(ix)    Year: The year of publication.

4. Setting User name and E−mail Address

Here the user can enter their name and e−mail address so that Textpresso recognizes them whenever they use
the system! Setting this feature also means that their e−mail address is automatically entered into the
"E−mail" text box on the Summary Display page every time they use the system.

5. Committing Customization Values

Every time a change is made to the customizable features, the user must press the "Set Values" button to
commit those changes to the Textpresso system!
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Textpresso User Guide

[Frequently Asked Questions, 7.2K]

[Customization] [Contents]

Frequently Asked Questions
If I choose the same ontology class twice in the Simple
Retrieval search, the search will only match that class once.
Why?

⋅ 

What does CGC stand for?⋅ 

◊ 

Frequently Asked Questions

This section is under continuous development in response to user feedback and comment. If you would like to
see a particular question explained in this section, please email Textpresso !

1. If I choose the same ontology class twice in the Simple Retrieval search, the search will only match that
class once. Why?

The Simple Retrieval engine will not count more than one occurrence of an ontology class. In other words, if
you select the same ontology class more than once, this ontology class will still be only matched once. This is
to facilitate a faster search. Choosing to search for the same ontology class more than once is a feature
reserved for the more advanced retrieval systems ( Advanced Retrieval and Fact Extraction )!

to the top

2. What does CGC stand for?

CGC stands for Caenorhabditis Genetics Center which is based at the University of Minnesota in
Minneapolis. One of the functions of the CGC is to maintain a bibliography of journal articles which are
information rich in C. elegans biology. Each paper in this bibliography is assigned a "CGC number", e.g.
cgc1234. Currently the CGC collection stores ~6,000 papers dating back to 1978. The CGC bibliography
comprises the core paper collection for a number of databases used by the C. elegans community, including
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Leon Avery's C. elegans web server , Wormbase and of course Textpresso . We have also augmented the
Textpresso bibliography with PubMed papers pertaining to C. elegans biology but not in the CGC
bibliography (represented by the accession number pmid1234567).
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